In aeroplane we
not now
If aeroplane
and coach, whole bus
got very drunk. Hitler is a few feet away. Goebbels
doesn't know me.

Lunch at Dietrich with Hanfstaengl. Kaiser
Hermann met Hitler.

Montage through Belgium
until just beforerophe
"We are the following
of the Chancellor."
Then job at the night
Taxi took us. Our
huge aeroplane
with three motors.

"Richtofen," the fastest a bit above 100 km per hour.

"My head does not yet come.

"Let me with

To a story near a little man with remarkable living eyes. I don't feel.

humor, fragrant
head, like cola's
colie, intelligent
brown eyes.

One of the boys...

I said 

(is a boiled egg.)

(Grebber is eat a
cheese sandwich)

Most sympathetic
friends always smile.

A Grebbers.

(My wife, blonde)

Both friends offer
me a boiled egg.

Grebber talks all the time.

to be one of the few left<br>tying - Germany<br>look at brains<br>smart.<n><n>They met the<br>good man with a<br>friendly man with a<br>humorous but strong.<br>My hair a black<br>uniform with a black<br>cap with a silver<br>shiny skull and cross<br>bones.

Now we are<br>flying through mist<br>and can see<br>and the chopper<br>The Chancellor<br>has left the Kanzel.<br>will be heard at<br>every moment.<br>Am introduced<br>to Hitler's pilot, Beau,<br>a well-known<br>pilot, face dear.<br>over.

Out of the mist<br>Maupins is to the left<br>are flying and white<br>mist below.<br>Goebhe's smile.
tremendous size
7 famous pale
foxy dark hair

Real the 'Aphriff
and looking at the
deadline.
50,000 her as
Ebbes in Harrow

Men a cry:
No head:
crime
A car driven there
the snow. Out
step a very tall

Hills is

Hilly surprised me by his smile quite intelligent, natural, humorous. Not a poseur, natural, came out of car, no sign, just like a boy.

An introduced dog.

Tintin's mouse.

Einstein.

Dehner, of the Express.

Takes many photographs. Hill was not close. Protected. Bodyguard just chaos around. One pulls his/into a box to Dehner. Hill now...
sits a few feet to the spright

Room for 16

Handpox, Godfleex's seat

Ox Godfleex

Debner ox head 1

Body 1, body 1

Body 1, body 1

SS black, amlet

Red with black

Mountains in white

Heady bodyguard is a lively fellow, jolly, all time, sea.

Hills shielded map

The road

Behind the blue tent

Beneath it, snow

A sea of clouds, blue sky

1500 meters high

Tree, no small hill flag
Goebbels wants a short cut.
(Am wearing short tie).
Hitler's ordening face.
Clouds are beautiful
remarkable for many
fleecy waves
Difficult to write consequently of
airplane disturbed.
Hitler relates
You joke goes at
stairs. Yes, seems

Himmler thought to
Goebbels, Goebbels
laughs.
Nothing told her.
more Southern Baron.
Once again, my very long.
Selmer v. I are the
first to accompany
Hilly since he was
Chancellor.
Left of Hilly to
Capt. Brincker his
adventu, a big
fellow.

Hitler resists. 

U.H.V. after adying 
the photo of his fist 
on frontpage of 
B. .2.2. Zeitig.

D - 2202. Hark 

gray in.

We clear 
up underneath 

We can see 
the Elbe away 
1,700 meters.
Special instead
Hilde prens Otu; after adm
the photo for his fir
on front page of
13. 9th. Zitz.

D - 2202 black
gray, men;
now clear
up underneath
We can as
the allello con
1700 m

White underneath
Hilty opposed
bad literitu.

Ellie V

Tomorrow night Goebbes
Prince August
Wilhelm go speak
in the state palace.

Goebbes commn
by Wilson, Peace 011
5 Goebbes
Goebbes said
yesterday: "On Jan 30
a fundamental change
took place in

political life. The men of the Nat. for Art declared in that day that the policy carried on since 1911 is not. We shall begin across in 1917 and ambition to take an empty root. Ranch within 4 years all remain as international Marxist policy.

Debates for many always been mild. They'll act for quicker on their own think. My hair

Fair hair.

Hill was in prison. Unemployed since.

576.

6,047,000

(80,000 less than last 71).

American 920,000 ever end 1 Jan.

London is a big fellow.
the arms.

Newtown, 2001

"Russia is very cleaned.

Hilly has

head on her hand,

looks as if sleeping.

Absolutely calm.

no movement.

Every trance.

Nov 2 2001

675 feet

Newspaper:

"With the demob dead,

whom the war took away,

from us and the family.

of the young Storm

Troopman Gerard

Schlemminster. He fell

for Germany, left a young

wife behind with two

children, a boy and a girl.

The train went along her path of duty and educated her children to be sincere, honourable German citizens in the decadent post-war day.

voice of compassion. His son, Gerhard Schlemminger, saved all his energy for the liberation of Germany, until yesterday at the age of 80, he was struck dead by a murderous Bolshevik bullet.

We are flying 225 kph/hour.

Brook built a cat who sleeps, covers himself with paper etc.

Flag before Hitler's death.

Drink alcohol and does not smoke.

Goebels very large intelligent now.
Von Gleim was the man who had tried to make Hitler into a friendship with opposition and intrigue. He who walked out when the emperor met Hitler met him must have been glad for the encouragement to see that the whole atmosphere was no Hitler - a new spirit not the old. Hitler's speech was just like [illegible]. Hitler was not the monarch. The Kaiser has failed to get Hitler.

Hilfer will stay... Hunkeling... absolutely ruthless.
I s began  
Schmitt said 
he remembered  
how it'd begun on  
1930.  
Young and 
with great stride  
towards Fascism.  

Fascism is 
beginning.  

from the unhappy.  
Harma, George of the  
Kaiser, has failed  
her mission to  
convict Hitler to Monarchia.  

Fascism is 
beginning.  

Talks like  
London.  

Arne  

Must  
set them all  
for health.  

some - bring it  

Moving against  

Monarchia.  

Von Miehein
Murer's
Tall, well
built young
man, my
white teeth,
like a smart
bus driver.

S.S. Schutzstaffel
with skull
covered
with blood.

('the eyes could
be red).